WHY THE PUBLIC SECTOR NEEDS THE BEST TALENT

PART 1
A HUGE WORKFORCE THAT CONSTANTLY NEEDS FILLING

In the UK, the number of public sector employees is huge: 5.51m people.

In fact, it’s 16.7% of the population across the UK.

55% of public procurement specialists admit that this is top of mind when it comes to procurement decisions and administration.

Government bodies record high loss of employees:

3.35m work in central government — a decrease of 50% in the last year.

2.01m work in local government — which is slightly down (0.7%) on a year ago.

The number of police officers across the UK is now roughly 261,000.

This has been boosted by the campaign to recruit an additional 20,000 police officers in England and Wales by 31 March 2023.
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